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Many state and local government agencies choose to implement line-of-business (LOB) software packages to modernize their operations, achieve 
operational efficiency, and engage constituents. Like organization-wide enterprise resource planning (ERP) packages, LOB software contains a 
large number of integrated technical and functional capabilities. More often than not, LOB software requires customization to integrate with other 
systems, implement unique and complex policies and achieve strategic goals. 

Over time, this customization combined with layers of upgrades and enhancements can make the LOB software difficult and expensive 
to maintain and support. Data suggests that some state and local agencies spend as much as 10% of the total implementation cost every 
year to maintain and support their LOB solutions. Given that a substantial portion of the total cost of the LOB-system occurs in the post-
implementation phase, maintenance and support (M&S) should be a significant consideration in selecting LOB software.

Sagitec’s approach to LOB software is predicated on separating technology (framework) and business functionality so that each layer can 
evolve independently without affecting each other. This approach reduces implementation timelines, lowers cost of ownership, and speeds 
the pace of technology evolution.

Get the Power of Easy Software Development
Sagitec’s Platform provides a framework coupled with powerful accelerators that enhance your ability to deliver or update a system quickly and 
efficiently. These offer significant benefits to you since they implement the application foundation services allowing the project teams to focus 
on “what” to do rather than “how” to do it. 

Sagitec’s Platform can reduce your lines of code by as much as 70% from traditional software as the Platform engines eliminate lines of code 
by acting as XML metadata interpreters. The engines facilitate a metadata foundation that reduces software code compared to traditional 
software programs. The metadata foundation makes systems agile, organic, and easy to upgrade to newer versions.

Sagitec Software Studio (S3) is a robust web accelerator tool used for creating, modifying and deploying web applications using the Sagitec 
Platform Services. It consistently enforces product standards by reducing errors, improving usability, moving the business logic out of 
programming language, and increasing your ability to migrate to new technology as it becomes available.

S3 allows you and us to be extremely productive with minimal programming. S3 has exploited the search functionality to provide developers/
business analysts with a rich set of features like global search, search in files, design search, property highlighters, and search with filters.

Key Benefits and Features S3 Provides to You and Your Organization
Design and Maintain Your Web Applications
S3 lets you design member, employer, and third-party portals using 
hundreds of responsive, commercially available user interface 
templates or build your own template. You can create or modify the 
screens for your LOB solution and deploy the changes without any 
system outage. The “convention over configuration” design approach 
reduces the number of decisions that a developer has to make while 
designing screens.

Easily Define, Maintain, and Trace Complex 
Business Rules
S3 offers sophisticated functionality, including the ability to define 
rules and rules sets, test rules (with or without accessing your LOB 
solution), deploy (bind) rules to business entities, and analyze rules. 

S3 provides an easy to access version-controlled rules repository, 
preserving business logic so that it is reusable. S3 allows you to deploy 
complex business rules in a few hours instead of weeks or months.

S3 also provides a powerful facility for business analysts to test rules 
(flow and expression) before rules are deployed. Test values are 
supplied by business analysts and stored within the tools.

Manage Communication Templates
Create and maintain communication templates, bookmarks, and 
conditional paragraphing using S3 and Microsoft Word. Bind 
communication fields to your LOB solution object model set 
delivery options and you are ready for deployment.

Reduce Errors and Defect Density
S3 generates XML and consistently enforces product standards. This 
reduces errors and software defects, improves usability, and increases 
your ability to migrate to new technology as it becomes available.

Send, Recieve, and Process Information from External 
Stakeholders
Map inbound and outbound interface files to your LOB solution object 
model and immediately start using files in your downstream processes. 

Take Control of Your Business Processes
S3 lets you design, implement, and execute business processes 
(BPMN 2.0-compliant) with a few clicks. Bind screens, business rules, 
web services, and communication templates to your business process 
model. Then, deploy, monitor, and fine-tune your run-time processes.



Benefit administration is complex. Thousands of 
business rules and decisions are made every day to 
determine tax/contribution rates, validate transactions, 
compute benefits, process claims, and manage 
exceptions. If these rules were set in stone, managing 
them would not be so difficult. However, business rules 
are always in flux, placing strains on your systems, 
processes, and employees.

Sagitec Software Studio (S3) is a web-based XML 
generator that serves as an Integrated Development 
Environment (IDE) for binding your benefit 
administration solution with Business Entities (including 
data) during design time. S3 lets you take advantage of 
one integrated system rather than switching between 
multiple tools for system design. The IDE provides 
comprehensive facilities for modeling business entities 
and defining business rules (e.g. logical rules, decision 
tables, excel rules) associated with these entities and 
scenarios for verifying the accuracy of the rules. 
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Sagitec’s Process Design 
and Development Tools

A web-based application development 
tool that allows technical staff to 
design and build each state’s benefit 
administration solution in one web-
based environment. In addition to 
fostering the rapid development of 
each state’s unique features (e.g., user 
interface designs, prototypes, workflow 
modeling, etc.), the Sagitec Software 
Studio allows Sagitec’s staff to define the 
states’ business rules using logical rules 
and decision tables instead of a complex 
programming language. Sagitec Analyst 
Studio™ is an XML-based rules engine 
that provides the ability for state-specific 
configuration, effective date rules and 
the capability to test and verify rules 
before they are deployed.

A powerful regression testing 
tool is used to define and 
automate test cases. Test scripts 
are reusable and can be executed 
offline, which expedites and 
simplifies the testing process, 
and the intuitive repository 
allows staff to review testing 
results for quality assurance.

There are two main tools that 
help you design and test business 
rules in your LOB solution.

· Test Script Definition
· Test Scenario Definition
· Text Execution

SAGITEC SOFTWARE STUDIO

· Process Modeling
· Interface Definition
· Business Rule Definition
· Business Rule Test 
  Definition
· Business Object Binding

SAGITEC TEST STUDIO™

· User Interface Design
· UI Prototyping 
  Definition
· Report Definition
· Security Definition
· KPI Definition
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About Sagitec
Sagitec Solutions, LLC, is a global software provider focused on solving complex, business-rule driven problems 
with domain experts and proven technology. Sagitec designs and delivers complex benefits administration 
software for pension, labor and employment, paid family medical leave, disability insurance, and healthcare 
industries for clients of all sizes. Understanding that a dynamic world requires dynamic technology, Sagitec 
offers solutions that are highly configurable, rule-driven, and extensible by nature. With deep industry 
experience in software implementation and systems integration, project management, knowledge 
management, predictive analytics, chatbots, cloud services, consulting, hosting and software support, Sagitec  
is a partner clients can trust to drive their vision into action. For more information, visit:  www.sagitec.com.

https://www.facebook.com/sagitec/
https://twitter.com/Sagitec_com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/84831/
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